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What is oops

 Oops   means object oriented programming language . 

 OOPS is case-sensitive language . 

 It is regarded as a middle - level language , as it combination of both  high 

level language and low level language feature.

 C++ was developed by Bjarne stroustrup in 1980s



Fundamental of oops:



ACCOUNT NUMBER

NAME

BALANCE

Object : Account

ACCOUNT NUMBER

NAME

BALANCE

DEPOSITE ( )

WITHDRAW ( )

ENQUIRE ( )

Object : Account

Deposite ( )

Withdraw ( )

Enquire ( )



What is class:
 Class is a collection of similar entities is known as class.

 A class is a userdefine datatype that bind together  data and function .

 Syntax:

class_classname
{

Access specifier = Data member;

Access specifier = member function;

};

➢ Example:
class student
{

public:
int a;
int b;

} S2,S3



What is Abstraction

 Abstraction means representing essential feature without including the 

internal detail.

 Abstraction can achieving through the property of encapsulation.

 Example : television , car ,fan etc.

 User interfacts with  television using interface like channel, changer, 

volume controller, power button without going into internal detail of the  

working of each of the interface



what is Inheritance

 Inheritance is the process  of creating new class  derived  class  from existing one 

i.e base class.

 Inheritance is the most powerful feature of object oriented programming 

structure.

 The derived class inheritance all the  properties of base class .

 The base class is called parent class and derived class is called child class.



What is Encapsulation:

 Encapsulation is the process of combining data and function into a  single unit 

called class.

 Data is only accessible through the function present inside the class.

 Hiding the implementation detail and providing restrictive acess lead to the 

concept of abstract data type.

 Encapsulation is focus on “what to do “ not on “How to do”.

 Example : library of program in C



:

 Polymorphism is derived from two greek word :

POLY MEANS MANY

MORPHOS MEAN  SHAPE

 An entity with the same name but perform different  function.

 Example: A person can act as a teacher  ,father ,brother , etc.



What is Dynamic Binding

 B i n d i n g  r e f e r  t o  t h e  l i n k i n g  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  c a l l  t o  t h e  
c o d e  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  w h e n  t h e  f u n c t i o n  w i l l  b e  e x e c u t e d .

 B i n d i n g  i s  t w o  t y p e s : -
I  .  s t a t i c  b i n d i n g
I I  . d y n a m i n  b i n d i n g

 S t a t i c  b i n d i n g  :  
I ) .  i t  i s  p e r f o r m  a t  c o m p i l e  t i m e .

I I ) .  i t  m a k e  t h e  p r o g ra m  e f f i c i e n t  ,  f a s t e r.
I I I ) .  I t  i s  f l e x i b i l i t y   s o  p o o r.

 D y n a m i c  b i n d i n g :
I ) .   i t  i s  p e r f o r m  a t  r u n  t i m e  .
I I ) .  I t  i s  g r e a t  f l e x i b i l i t y.
I I I ) .  I t  i s  c r e a t e  c l a s s  l i b r a r y  t h a t  c a n  b e  

r e u s e d  a n d  e x t e n d e d .



Messaging passing:

 messaging passing involve sending the message  from one object to 

another object in the system.

 In oops ,Different object communicate with each other using concept  of 

message passing.

 Object communicate with each other in same way

 Identifying the classes and specifying what data and function its contain.

 Example: if a user  want to check the balance of  his account , he simply 

send the message getbalance to the object account by passing the 

information account no.

Account. getbalance Account_no



A D VA N TA G E  O F  O O P S :

 Improve software-development productivity : oops is modular , as provide 

separation of duties in oops development.

 Improve software maintainability : for the mentioned above ,oops software 

is also easier to maintain.

 Faster development: Reuse enable faster development.

 Low cost development: it is also low cost typically , more  effort is put into 

oops analysis and design.

 Higher quality software: faster development  software and  low cost 

development allow more time and resources to be used in the  verification of 

software.



Characteristics of oops

 Emphasis in data rather .

 Program are divide into object.

 Data designed such that they characterize objects.

 Data is hidden and can’t be accessed by external function.

 Object communicate with each other through function

 New  data and function can be easily added whenever necessary.

 Follow bottom up design in  program design



Difference between procedural & oops

Procedural programming approach

{ “how to work”}

❖ It divide the problem into function.

❖ It focus on function(how thing works).

❖ It focus on how to solve a given problem rather than 

what to do.

❖ Difficult to understand the structure and working of 

large complex application.

❖ It work on top  down approach.

❖ It does not support polymorphism , inheritance and 

object.

❖ Maintenance and modification of large and complex 

application is tedding and complex.

Object oriented programming approach

{ “what to do”}

❖ It divide the problem into object.

❖ It focus on data rather than function.

❖ It focus on what to do solve the problem.

❖ Easy to understand structure and working of complex 

application.

❖ It work on bottom up approach.

❖ It bases upon object and support inheritance , polymorphism 

and reusability.

❖ Maintenance and modification of large and complex application 

is easy and simple.

































































INHERITANCE

Inheritance is the process of creating new 

class called derived class from existing ones 

i.e. base class.

X Base X

Y

Base 
Class

Derived 
class
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The various forms of Inheritance are as 
follows:

�Single Inheritance
�Multiple Inheritance
�Hierarchical Inheritance
�Multilevel Inheritance
�Hybrid Inheritance



�Single Inheritance.

When a derived class inherits from only one 

base class, it is called Single Inheritance. 
Figure shows single inheritance.Figure shows single inheritance.

X

Y

Base 
Class

Derived 
Class



WHEN A DERIVED CLASS INHERITS FROM 

SEVERAL BASE CLASS ,  IT  IS  CALLED MULTIPLE 
INHERITANCE.

�Multiple Inheritance.

X Y

Z

Base 
Class

Derived 
Class



WHEN MANY DERIVED CLASSES ARE INHERITED 

FROM SINGLE BASE CLASS,  IT  IS  CALLED 

HIERARCHAL INHERITANCE .  

�Hierarchal Inheritance. 

X

Z WY

Base 
class

Derived 
class



WHEN ONE DERIVED CLASS INHERITS FROM A 

CLASS THAT ITSELF INHERITS FROM ANOTHER 

CLASS,  IT  IS  CALLED MULTILEVEL INHERITANCE .

�Multilevel Inheritance.

X

Y

Z

Base Class

Base class of Z
Derived class of 
X

Derived class of 
Y



WHEN MULTIPLE DERIVED CLASS INHERITS FROM 

A BASE CLASS AND A DERIVED CLASS INHERITS 

FROM MULTIPLE BASE CLASS,  SUCH A 

INHERITANCE IS  CALLED HYBRID INHERITANCE .

�Hybrid Inheritance.

X

W

Y Z

Base class of Y and Z

Derived class of Y 
and Z

Derived 
class of X
Base 
class of W



T H E RE  A RE  T H RE E  V IS IB IL IT Y  M O D E S :

� PRIVA T E

� PRO T E C T E D

� PUB L IC

Visibility Modes:

Public mode: If we derive a sub class from a public base class. Then the public 
member of the base class will become public in the derived class and protected member of the base class will become public in the derived class and protected 
members of the base class will become protected in derived class. Private members 
of the base class will never get inherited in sub class.
Protected mode: If we derive a sub class from a Protected base class. Then both 
public member and protected members of the base class will become protected in 
derived class. Private members of the base class will never get inherited in sub class.
Private mode: If we derive a sub class from a Private base class. Then both public 
member and protected members of the base class will become Private in derived 
class. Private members of the base class will never get inherited in sub class.



V I RT U A L B A S E  C LA S S E S S UPPO S E  Y O U H A VE  T W O  

D E R IVE D C LA S S E S B  A N D  C  T H A T  H A VE  A  C O M M O N B A S E  

C LA S S A  ,  A N D  Y O U A LS O  H A VE  A N O T H E R C LA S S D  T H A T  

IN H E R IT S  F RO M  B  A N D  C  .  Y O U C A N  D E C LA RE  T H E B A S E  

C LA S S A  A S V I RT U A L T O  E N S URE  T H A T  B  A N D  C  S H A RE  

T H E  S A M E  S UB  O B J E C T  O F  A  .

Virtual Base Class:

T H E  S A M E  S UB  O B J E C T  O F  A  .
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



�The CPU (Central Processing Unit) is the ‘brains’ of the 
computer.

�The purpose of the CPU is to carry out program instructions 
(each CPU type is designed to understand a specific group of 
instructions, the instruction set).

�On personal computers and small workstations, the CPU is 

© GCSE Computing

�On personal computers and small workstations, the CPU is 
housed in a single chip
called a microprocessor.

Slide 
1

A typical modern CPU
design showing the
pins that connect it
to the motherboard
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There are huge variations in CPU designs but most will share the 
following key components:

� An electronic clock
� The control unit
� An instruction unit which consists of: 

© GCSE Computing

� An instruction unit which consists of: 
� The arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
� The floating point unit (FPU
� Various registers such as the accumulator.

� Various buses
� The bus management unit

Slide 
2



� An electronic clock regulates the rate at which the CPU runs and 
synchronizes all the various computer components. 

© GCSE Computing

synchronizes all the various computer components. 
� The higher the clock frequency, the more instructions the CPU can 

execute per second.
� The speed of the clock (and therefore the speed of the CPU) is 

measured in Megahertz (MHz).

Slide 
3



� The control unit performs the tasks of:
�Fetching instructions from memory
�Decoding the instructions
�Managing the execution of instructions and the storing of the results

� It does this mainly by controlling the links between the other 

© GCSE Computing

� It does this mainly by controlling the links between the other 
components of the CPU.

� It also contains various registers such as:
� the Program Counter which stores the memory address of the next 

instruction.
� the Current Instruction register which stores the instruction 

currently being executed.

Slide 
4



� An instruction unit consists of: 
� The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) which executes basic arithmetic and logical 

operations on integer data that it is linked to. Examples of such operations 
include: 
� Integer arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction)

© GCSE Computing

� Integer arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction)
� Logic operations (AND, NOT, OR, XOR)

� The floating point unit (FPU) which performs math functions on floating point 
numbers (non-integer numbers).

� Various registers such as the accumulator that are used while instructions 
are being executed.

Slide 
5



� Buses are sets of tiny parallel wires that carry data between CPU components 
and between the CPU and external devices and RAM. The three main bus types 
are: 
� address buses - used to set which memory address a CPU component is linked to for 

© GCSE Computing

� address buses - used to set which memory address a CPU component is linked to for 
a read/write operation.

� data buses - used to exchange the data between a memory address and the CPU 
when a read/write operation is carried out.

� control buses - used to transfer command codes and return status signals between 
components of the CPU and external devices.

� The bus management unit manages the transfer of data along the external bus 
connections, including the links to RAM.

Slide 
6



© GCSE Computing
Slide 
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1 - The Fetch step:
� This involves retrieving a binary instruction from a memory 

address and storing it in the Current Instruction register.
� The memory address of the instruction is stored in a 

register called the Program Counter (PC) so the CPU can 
keep track of which instruction is next.

© GCSE Computing

keep track of which instruction is next.
� After an instruction is fetched, the PC is updated so the 

CPU knows the address of the next instruction it has to 
fetch.

Slide 
8

MEMORY 

ADDRESS

MEMORY 

CONTENTS

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0



2 - The Decode step:
�This involves the CPU identifying the operation code (op-

code) part of the instruction which tells it which operation 

to perform.

� If the op-code requires the CPU to act on some data then 

© GCSE Computing

� If the op-code requires the CPU to act on some data then 

the second part of the instruction will contain either the 

data or the memory address where the data is stored.

Slide 
9

MEMORY CONTENTS

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

OP-CODE ADDRESS OF DATA

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0



3 - The Execute step:
� In this step the control unit links together the parts of the CPU 

that are needed to execute the instruction.
� If the instruction involved integer arithmetic or logical operations then 

the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) would be connected to the relevant 
memory locations

© GCSE Computing

� Some types of instructions alter the program counter rather than 
produce result data. This allows programs to carry out iteration loops
and conditional program execution rather than stepping through 
instructions in sequence.

� Some instructions involve an additional write-back step if data is 
written back to RAM.

Slide 
10



Clock speed:
� Although it might seem that a computer is

carrying out many tasks simultaneously, the

CPU is actually only ever processing one

instruction at a time and is constantly

switching between programs (sets of instructions).

CPU characteristics vs. performance

© GCSE Computing

� The speed that the processor executes instructions is controlled by the clock 

speed and is measured in MHz (megahertz).

� The CPU requires a fixed number of clock cycles to perform each instruction.

Summary:

� The higher the clock speed, the more instructions the CPU can execute per 

second, resulting in a faster running computer system.

Slide 
11



Cache size:
�Cache memory is a small amount of very fast 

memory that is built into the CPU. Blocks of 

instructions and data that are in use by the 

CPU are copied from RAM into cache 

memory, along with the associated memory 

addresses. 

CPU characteristics vs. performance

© GCSE Computing

� If the CPU needs to access a memory 

address it first checks the cache memory to 

see if there is a match. If there is then it 

access the contents of the cache version.

Slide 
12

Summary:
A CPU with a larger cache memory and more levels of cache memory will 

have a higher performance than one without cache memory.



Number of Cores:
�A multi-core processor is a single computing component 

with two or more independent actual processors (called 
"cores").

�A dual-core processor contains two cores and a quad-core 
processor contains four cores. Each core can process 

CPU characteristics vs. performance

© GCSE Computing

processor contains four cores. Each core can process 
instructions independently of the other cores.

�The biggest performance gain when using a multi-core 
processor is when the software has been specifically 
written to run on multiple cores.

Summary:
�A multi-core CPU will have a higher performance than a 

single-core CPU with the same clock speed.
Slide 

13



Memory address map  
 
In computer  science, a memory map  is a structure of data (which usually resides 
in memory  itself) that indicates how memory  is laid out. It is the fastest and most flexible 
cache organization which uses an associative memory . The associative memory stores 
both the address  and content of the memory  word. 
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BIOS (basic input/output system) is the  program a 
personal computer's microprocessor uses  to get the computer  system started after you 
turn it on. It also manages data flow between the computer's  operating system and 
attached devices such as the  hard disk, video adapter, keyboard, mouse and printer. 
BIOS uses Flash memory, a type of ROM. The BIOS software has a number of 
different roles , but its most important role  is to load the operating system. When you turn on 
your computer and the microprocessor tries to execute its first instruction, it has to get that 
instruction from somewhere. 
 
BIOS is a firmware, in short. It is stored on a chip on a part of the computer motherboard 
and is basically, a set of instructions that run to help load the operating system. 

BIOS is an integral part of your computer and comes with it when you bring 

it home. (In contrast, the operating system can either be pre-installed by 

the manufacturer or vendor or installed by the user.) BIOS is a program 

that is made accessible to the microprocessor on an erasable 

programmable read-only memory (EPROM) chip. When you turn on your 

computer, the microprocessor passes control to the BIOS program, which 

is always located at the same place on EPROM. 



When BIOS boots up (starts up) your computer, it first determines whether 

all of the attachments are in place and operational and then it loads the 

operating system (or key parts of it) into your computer's random access 

memory (RAM) from your hard disk or diskette drive. 

With BIOS, your operating system and its applications are freed from 

having to understand exact details (such as hardware addresses) about the 

attached input/output devices. When device details change, only the BIOS 

program needs to be changed. Sometimes this change can be made during 

your system setup. In any case, neither your operating system or any 

applications you use need to be changed. 

Although BIOS is theoretically always the intermediary between the 

microprocessor and I/O device control information and data flow, in some 

cases, BIOS can arrange for data to flow directly to memory from devices 

(such as video cards) that require faster data flow to be effective. 

BIOS is Basic Input Output System firmware, 

Following is flow for it, 

1. First checks for valid BIOS. 
2. Checks if the memory (RAM) is installed on the system if not then gives 

beep code. 
3. If memory installed then initialises it and start further operation. 
4. Initialises all the controllers present on the system like USB, Controllers for 

IDE and SATA, Ethernet controller and many others. 
5. Then it initialises Video Controller, afterwords it searches for all bootable 

devices. 
6. It also has an user interface called BIOS SETUP where you can make 

settings related to hardware, boot options and other stuff. 
7. It also checks for the errors while booting and they reported to user through 

beep codes and in some system using LED pattern or both. 
8. It also passes OS required stuff such as sensor information, IO and Memory 

address with the help of tables Please check for ACPI and SMBIOS tables. 
9. In most of the system Battery, Charger, Power sequencing related stuff are 

done by BIOS and reported to OS through above mentioned table. Also 
Critical Temperature Shut Down are monitored using DTS, Digital 
Temperature Sensors through BIOS. 

10. At the end BIOS gives control to OS, and gets off. 
11. There are two types of BIOS Legacy and UEFI both specifications are 

available online you can fetch your curiosity by going through them. 



12. Also BIOS provides different interfaces for recovery in case BIOS is 
corrupted, like BIOS update over USB, Serial Port and SPI flash 
mechanism. 

 

The original PC BIOS provided services like; 

• Read a character from the keyboard 
• Display a character on the display 
• Output a character to the parallel (printer) port 
• Read/write characters to a serial or parallel (printer) port 
• Get analog (gaming) card input value 
• Move memory from one location to another 
• Read/Write sectors to a floppy disk drive 
• Read/Write sectors to a hard disk drive 
• Boot to a floppy drive 
• Boot to the hard disk drive 
• Set/Return Date & Time 

Testing and initialization 
 

The BIOS in modern PCs initializes and tests  the system hardware components, and loads 
a boot loader or an operating system from a mass memory device. ... In 
modern computer  systems, the BIOS contents are stored on flash memory so it can be 
rewritten without removing the chip from the motherboard. 
 A method of initializing BIOS (basic input/output system) POST (power on self test) of a 
device within a computer system, said method comprising the step of: 
during BIOS POST, calling a modularized enhanced device initialization manager (eDIM) to 
perform a set of BIOS initialization instructions and to build a driver list for the devices of the 
system, the driver list comprising types and characteristics of each available driver; and 
upon the eDIM performing the set of BIOS initialization instructions and building the driver 
list, returning control from the eDIM back to the BIOS POST. 
 

Configureing the system 
To enter the BIOS Setup utility, press the F2 key while the system is performing the power-
on self-test (POST) FIGURE E-1). When BIOS is started, the main BIOSSetup utility top-
level screen appears (FIGURE E-2). This screen provides seven menu options across the 
top of the screen. 3. 
 



Key Characteristics of Computer Key Characteristics of Computer 

Memory SystemsMemory Systems

Table 4.1    Key Characteristics of Computer Memory Systems
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+
Characteristics of Memory Characteristics of Memory 

SystemsSystems

� Location

� Refers to whether memory is internal and external to the computer

� Internal memory is often equated with main memory

� Processor requires its own local memory, in the form of registers

� Cache is another form of internal memory� Cache is another form of internal memory

� External memory consists of peripheral storage devices that are 
accessible to the processor via I/O controllers

� Capacity

� Memory is typically expressed in terms of bytes

� Unit of transfer

� For internal memory the unit of transfer is equal to the number of 
electrical lines into and out of the memory module



Method of Accessing Units of DataMethod of Accessing Units of Data

Sequential 
access

Memory is organized into 
units of data called 

records

Direct 
access

Involves a shared read-
write mechanism

Random 
access

Each addressable 
location in memory has a 
unique, physically wired-
in addressing mechanism

Associative

A word is retrieved 
based on a portion of its 
contents rather than its 

address

Access must be made in 
a specific linear 

sequence

Access time is variable

Individual blocks or 
records have a unique 

address based on 
physical location

Access time is variable

The time to access a 
given location is 

independent of the 
sequence of prior 

accesses and is constant

Any location can be 
selected at random and 
directly addressed and 

accessed

Main memory and some 
cache systems are 

random access

Each location has its own 
addressing mechanism 

and retrieval time is 
constant independent of 
location or prior access 

patterns

Cache memories may 
employ associative 

access



Capacity and Performance:Capacity and Performance:

The two most important characteristics of 
memory

Three performance parameters are used:Three performance parameters are used:Three performance parameters are used:Three performance parameters are used:

Access time (latency)

•For random-access memory it is the 
time it takes to perform a read or 
write operation

•For non-random-access memory it 
is the time it takes to position the 
read-write mechanism at the 
desired location

Memory cycle time

•Access time plus any additional 
time required before second 
access can commence

•Additional time may be required 
for transients to die out on signal 
lines or to regenerate data if they 
are read destructively

•Concerned with the system bus, 
not the processor

Transfer rate

•The rate at which data can be 
transferred into or out of a memory 
unit

•For random-access memory it is 
equal to 1/(cycle time)



+ MemoryMemory

� The most common forms are: 

� Semiconductor memory

� Magnetic surface memory 

� Optical

� Magneto-optical

� Several physical characteristics of data storage are important:

� Volatile memory 

� Information decays naturally or is lost when electrical power is switched off

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

� Nonvolatile memory 

� Once recorded, information remains without deterioration until deliberately changed

� No electrical power is needed to retain information

� Magnetic-surface memories 

� Are nonvolatile

� Semiconductor memory 

� May be either volatile or nonvolatile

� Nonerasable memory

� Cannot be altered, except by destroying the storage unit

� Semiconductor memory of this type is known as read-only memory (ROM)

� For random-access memory the organization is a key design issue

� Organization refers to the physical arrangement of bits to form words



+
Memory HierarchyMemory Hierarchy

� Design constraints on a computer’s memory can be summed 

up by three questions:

� How much, how fast, how expensive

� There is a trade-off among capacity, access time, and cost

� Faster access time, greater cost per bit

� Greater capacity, smaller cost per bit

� Greater capacity, slower access time

� The way out of the memory dilemma is not to rely on a single 

memory component or technology, but to employ a memory 

hierarchy



+ Memory Hierarchy Memory Hierarchy -- DiagramDiagram
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Cache and Main MemoryCache and Main Memory
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Cache/Main Memory StructureCache/Main Memory Structure
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Cache Read Cache Read 

OperationOperation

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



+
Typical Cache OrganizationTypical Cache Organization

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Elements of Cache DesignElements of Cache Design
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

Table 4.2    Elements of Cache Design 



+
Cache Addresses

� Virtual memory

� Facility that allows programs to address memory from a logical 

point of view, without regard to the amount of main memory 

physically available

Virtual Memory

physically available

� When used, the address fields of machine instructions contain 

virtual addresses

� For reads to and writes from main memory, a hardware memory 

management unit (MMU) translates each virtual address into a 

physical address in main memory
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to  
delete the image and then insert it again.



+

Logical Logical 

and and 

Physical Physical 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

Physical Physical 

CachesCaches



Table 4.3    

Cache 

Sizes of 

Some 

Processors

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

a Two values 

separated by a 

slash refer to 

instruction and 

data caches.

b Both caches are 

instruction only; no 

data caches.



Mapping FunctionMapping Function

� Because there are fewer cache lines than main memory 

blocks, an algorithm is needed for mapping main memory 

blocks into cache lines

� Three techniques can be used:

DirectDirect AssociativeAssociative Set AssociativeSet AssociativeDirectDirect

• The simplest technique

• Maps each block of main 
memory into only one 
possible cache line

AssociativeAssociative

• Permits each main 
memory block to be 
loaded into any line of the 
cache

• The cache control logic 
interprets a memory 
address simply as a Tag 
and a Word field

• To determine whether a 
block is in the cache, the 
cache control logic must 
simultaneously examine 
every line’s Tag for a 
match 

Set AssociativeSet Associative

• A compromise that 
exhibits the strengths of 
both the direct and 
associative approaches 
while reducing their 
disadvantages



+

DirectDirect

MappingMapping

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

MappingMapping



Direct Mapping Cache OrganizationDirect Mapping Cache Organization
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



+
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

DirectDirect

MappingMapping

ExampleExample
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Direct Mapping SummaryDirect Mapping Summary

� Address length = (s + w) bits

� Number of addressable units = 2s+w words or bytes

� Block size = line size = 2w words or bytes

� Number of blocks in main memory = 2s+ w/2w = 2s

� Number of lines in cache = m = 2r

� Size of tag = (s – r) bits
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been  
corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then 
insert it again.



+
Victim CacheVictim Cache

� Originally proposed as an approach to reduce the conflict 

misses of direct mapped caches without affecting its fast 

access time

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

� Fully associative cache

� Typical size is 4 to 16 cache lines

� Residing between direct mapped L1 cache and the next level 

of memory



Fully Associative Cache OrganizationFully Associative Cache OrganizationThe image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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AssociativeAssociative

MappingMapping

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

ExampleExample
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Associative Mapping SummaryAssociative Mapping Summary

� Address length = (s + w) bits

� Number of addressable units = 2s+w words or bytes

� Block size = line size = 2w words or bytesBlock size = line size = 2w words or bytes

� Number of blocks in main memory = 2s+ w/2w = 2s

� Number of lines in cache = undetermined

� Size of tag = s bits
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been  
corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then 
insert it again.
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Set Associative MappingSet Associative Mapping

� Compromise that exhibits the strengths of both the direct and 

associative approaches while reducing their disadvantages

� Cache consists of a number of sets

� Each set contains a number of lines

� A given block maps to any line in a given set

� e.g. 2 lines per set

� 2 way associative mapping

� A given block can be in one of 2 lines in only one set
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Mapping From Mapping From 

Main MemoryMain Memory

to to CacheCache::

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

kk--WayWay

Set AssociativeSet Associative



kk--WayWay

Set Set 

Associative Associative 

Cache Cache 

OrganizationOrganization

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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Set Associative Mapping SummarySet Associative Mapping Summary

� Address length = (s + w) bits

� Number of addressable units = 2s+w words or bytes

� Block size = line size = 2w words or bytes

� Number of blocks in main memory = 2s+w/2w=2s

� Number of lines in set = k

� Number of sets = v = 2d

� Number of lines in cache = m=kv = k * 2d

� Size of cache = k * 2d+w words or bytes

� Size of tag = (s – d) bits

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been  
corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then 
insert it again.



The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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Varying AssociativityVarying Associativity Over Over Cache SizeCache Size

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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Replacement Replacement AlgorithmsAlgorithms

� Once the cache has been filled, when a new block is brought 

into the cache, one of the existing blocks must be replaced

� For direct mapping there is only one possible line for any 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete  
the image and then insert it again.

� For direct mapping there is only one possible line for any 

particular block and no choice is possible

� For the associative and set-associative techniques a 

replacement algorithm is needed

� To achieve high speed, an algorithm must be implemented in 

hardware



+
The four most common 

replacement algorithms are:

� Least recently used (LRU)

� Most effective

� Replace that block in the set that has been in the cache longest with 
no reference to it

� Because of its simplicity of implementation, LRU is the most popular � Because of its simplicity of implementation, LRU is the most popular 
replacement algorithm

� First-in-first-out (FIFO)

� Replace that block in the set that has been in the cache longest

� Easily implemented as a round-robin or circular buffer technique

� Least frequently used (LFU)

� Replace that block in the set that has experienced the fewest 
references

� Could be implemented by associating a counter with each line



When a block that is resident in 
the cache is to be replaced 

there are two cases to consider:

If the old block in the cache has not been 
altered then it may be overwritten with a 
new block without first writing out the old 

There are two problems to 
contend with:

More than one device may have access to 
main memory

Write PolicyWrite Policy

new block without first writing out the old 
block

If at least one write operation has been 
performed on a word in that line of the 

cache then main memory must be 
updated by writing the line of cache out 
to the block of memory before bringing 

in the new block

main memory

A more complex problem occurs when 
multiple processors are attached to the 

same bus and each processor has its own 
local cache - if a word is altered in one 
cache it could conceivably invalidate a 

word in other caches



+
WriteWrite ThroughThrough

and Write Backand Write Back

� Write through

� Simplest technique

� All write operations are made to main memory as well as to the cache

� The main disadvantage of this technique is that it generates substantial 

memory traffic and may create a bottleneckmemory traffic and may create a bottleneck

� Write back

� Minimizes memory writes

� Updates are made only in the cache

� Portions of main memory are invalid and hence accesses by I/O 

modules can be allowed only through the cache

� This makes for complex circuitry and a potential bottleneck



Chapter 06: Instruction Pipelining and 
Parallel Processing

Lesson 1:Lesson 1:
Instruction PipelineInstruction Pipeline
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Objective

• Learn Instruction pipelining and processing in 
a pipelined processor
• Learn how a designer implements pipeline
• Learn what are cycle time, pipeline latency and 
throughput
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Early Computers
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Early Computers 

• Executed instructions in a very 
straightforward fashion

• Five steps sequentially in the processor to 
execute an instruction
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Five steps in Straightforward Execution

(i) Fetch an instruction from memory
(ii) Decode it to determine what the instruction is
(iii) Read the instruction’s inputs from registers at the 

register file
(iv) Performed the computations required by the 

instruction
(v) Wrote the result back into the registers at the register 

file
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Instruction Fetch

• Fetch an instruction from memory: Steps 1a and 1b) Processor 
requests instruction from memory using address in PC (or IP) 
register 

Processor

Memory using data bus returns the instruction to IR register 

MemoryAddress

Data

PCIR
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Instruction decoding, read operands and execution

• Decode it to determine what the instruction is in Step 2) 
Processor decodes instruction and places at ID register 

Processor

Read Operands and Execute Steps 3and 4) Read the instruction’s 
inputs from registers at the register file and Processor executes 
instruction at execution unit

Memory
Address

Data

PCIR ID
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Result Write back and PC update for the next

• Write the result back into the registers at the register file and PC 
updates Steps 5a and 5b) Result of instruction written back for 
register or memory and PC updates for next instruction

Processor

MemoryAddress

Data

PC
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Instruction Execution Approach in Early 
Computers

• Instructions at the processor instruction set 
that accessed memory slightly different

• But each instruction completely finished 
before the execution of next one began
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Problem

• Different Hardware (circuits) needed to 
perform each of the five steps (instruction 
fetch, instruction decode, register read, 
instruction execution, and register write back)

• Most of the hardware (most part of the 
processor circuits) idle at any given moment
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Remaining Steps Hardware Waiting 

• Most part of the processor circuits waiting for 
the other parts of the processor to complete that 
part of executing an instruction
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Analogy

• In many ways, this is similar to baking several 
loaves of bread cakes

• Making the batter for one cake loaf (step 1)
• Baking the cake loaf (step 2)
• Cooling of the cake (step 3) 
• Repeating the entire three step process for next 

cake
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New Computers
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New Computers

• Hardware (circuits) needed to perform each of 
the five steps (instruction fetch, instruction 
decode, register read, instruction execution, 
and register write back) utilized simultaneously 
for 5 instructions 

• Most of the hardware not idle at any given 
moment
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Remaining steps hardware does not wait

• No wait of the most part of the processor 
circuits for the other parts of the processor to 
complete that part of executing an instruction
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Baking Analogy

• While each of the three steps of baking each loaf 
cake of bread has to be done in order and takes a 
set amount of time, one person could bake 
several cakes loaves of bread much faster
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Baking Analogy

• By making the batter for the second loaf 
cake while first loaf cake is baking

• Making the batter for the third cake loaf 
while the second loaf cake is baking

• First loaf cake cooling
• Continuing this process with each loaf cake 

so that there are three loaves of bread 
cakes in progress at any time 
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Baking Analogy

• Each loaf of bread would take the same amount 
of time but the number of loaves for cakes made 
in a given amount of time would increase (by 
about three)
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Instruction Pipeline
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Instruction Pipeline

• A technique for overlapping the execution of 
several instructions to reduce the execution 
time of a set of instructions
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Exemplary processors using Instruction 
Pipeline

• 80x86
• Pentium 
• ARM
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Instruction Execution Time and Execution 
Time of Set of Instructions

• Similar to the baking analogy, each instruction 
takes the same amount of time to execute in a 
pipelined processor as it would in an unpipelined 
processor (longer, actually, because pipelining 
adds hardware to the processor), but overlapping 
instruction execution increases the rate at which 
instructions can be executed 
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Computer performance in terms of Latency 
and throughput

• Latency— the amount of time that a single 
operation takes to execute

• Throughput — the rate at which operations get 
executed (generally expressed as 
operations/second or operations/cycle)
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Throughput and Latency in an unpipelined 
processor

• Throughput = 1/latency, since each operation 
executes by itself
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Computer performance in Pipelined 
Processor

• Throughput > 1/latency, since instruction 
execution is overlapped

• The latency of a pipelined processor is still 
important, however, as it determines how 
often dependent instructions may be 
executed
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Instruction Pipeline Implementation
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Instruction Pipeline

• To implement pipelining, a designer s divides 
a processor's datapath into sections (stages), 
and places pipeline latches (also called 
buffers) between each section (stage) 
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Unpipelined processor
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Pipelined five stages processor 
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Unpipelined Processor

Fetch an 
instruction

Decode an 
instruction Read Inputs

Perform 
Computations Write Outputs

Single Clock Cycle of period = T
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Five Stage Pipelined Processor

Fetch an 
instruction

Decode an 
instruction Read Inputs

Perform 
Computations Write Outputs

Five Clock Cycles of each of period T' > = T÷ 5

Latch
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Pipeline latches (buffers)

• The latches read their inputs at the start of each 
cycle

• Copy them to their outputs, which then remain 
constant throughout the rest of the cycle

• Datapath breaking into several sections 
(stages) 

• Each stage latency = one clock cycle, since an 
instruction cannot pass through a pipeline latch 
(buffer) until the start of the next cycle
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Amount of Datapath

• Stage of the pipeline─ the amount of the 
datapath that a signal travels through in one 
cycle

• Pipeline that takes n cycles in an n-stage 
pipeline

• Each cycle period now about one-fifth of 
unpipelined case period
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Pipeline five stages

• Stage 1─ the fetch instruction block and its 
associated pipeline latch (buffer)

• Stage 2─ the decode instruction block and 
its pipeline latch (buffer)

• Stages 3, 4, and 5─ the subsequent blocks 
of the pipeline
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Architecture Designer's Differences

• Computer architects differ on whether a 
pipeline latch (buffer) is the last part of stage 
or the first part of the next stage, so an 
alternate division of the pipeline into stages 
would be to count the fetch instruction block 
as stage 1, the first pipeline latch (buffer) and 
the decode instruction block as stage 2, and so 
on 
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Instructions in the pipeline stages
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Summary
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We learnt

• Instruction pipelining
• A designer implementation of  pipeline
• Processing in pipelined processor
• Cycle time
• Pipeline latency
• Throughput 



End of Lesson 1Lesson 1
Instruction Pipeline Instruction Pipeline 



 (Service and deployment models)

 

IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are cloud computing service models. 

• IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), as the name suggests, provides you the computing 
infrastructure, physical or (quite often) virtual machines and other resources like virtual-
machine disk image library, block and file-based storage, firewalls, load balancers, IP 
addresses, virtual local area networks etc. 
Examples: Amazon EC2, Windows Azure, Rackspace, Google Compute Engine. 

• PaaS (Platform as a Service), as the name suggests, provides you computing platforms which 
typically includes operating system, programming language execution environment, database, 
web server etc. 
Examples: AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Windows Azure, Heroku, Force.com, Google App Engine, 
Apache Stratos. 

• While in SaaS (Software as a Service) model you are provided with access to application 
software often referred to as "on-demand software". You don't have to worry about the 
installation, setup and running of the application. Service provider will do that for you. You just 
have to pay and use it through some client. 
Examples: Google Apps, Microsoft Office 365. 

 IAAS (Infrastructure As A Service) :  
• The base layer 
• Deals with Virtual Machines, Storage (Hard Disks), Servers, Network, Load Balancers etc 

 PAAS (Platform As A Service) :  
• A layer on top of IAAS 
• Runtimes (like java runtimes), Databases (like mySql, Oracle), Web Servers (tomcat etc) 

SAAS (Software As A Service) :  
• A layer on top on PAAS 
• Applications like email (Gmail, Yahoo mail etc), Social Networking sites (Facebook etc) 

To quickly relate consider the below Google's offer ings:  
IAAS :  Google Compute Engine (One can develop programs to be run on high performing google's 
computing infrastructure) 
PAAS :  Google App Engine (One can develop applications and let them execute on top of Google 
app engine which take care of the execution) 
SAAS :  Gmail, Google+ etc (One can use email services and extend email/google+ based 
applications to form newer applications) 

 
 

http://cbs.iSkysoft.com/go.php?pid=2982&m=db


Type of Service Wise Popularity 
 
1. PAAS (Platform as a Service) is more popular among developers as they can put all their 

concentration on developing their apps and leave the rest of management and execution to 
the service provider. Many service providers also offer the flexibility to increase/decrease the 
CPU power depending upon the traffic loads giving developers cost effective and easy & 
effortless management. 

2. SAAS (Software as a service) is more popular among with consumers, who bother about 
using the application such as email, social networking etc 

3. IAAS (Infrastructure as a service) is more popular among users into research and high 
computing areas. 

Important about IAAS, PASS, SAAS 
 
When you are a simple client who want to make use of a software but you have nothing in hand 
then you use SaaS. 
When you have a software developed by you, but you want to deploy and run on a publicly 
available platform then you use PaaS. 
When you have the software and the platform ready but you want the hardware to run then you 
use IaaS. 
Basic difference between IaaS, PaaS & SaaS   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



Difference between IaaS PaaS & SaaS  
In the following tabular format we will be explaining the clear difference between IaaS PaaS & 
SaaS 

 

 

 

Benefits of PaaS 

• Reduced costs  — in the past, developing software was costly, as a result of the hardware, skills 
and experience needed. Instead, PaaS allows users to effectively rent the required infrastructure, 
paid for through their subscription fee. 

• Eliminates skills barrier  — PaaS systems are often simple to use, meaning businesses don’t 
need to employ specialists to develop their apps. Rather, an app can be developed in-house 
through only a web browser. 

• Increased collaboration  — in larger businesses, multiple parties may be working on the same 
app development project. Via cloud connectivity, multiple developers across different locations can 
collaborate on the same project. 

 



 

Benefits of IaaS: 

• Scalability  —one of the main benefits of IaaS is the scalability it offers. Through a subscription 
service, you access the IT system you require when you need it. Due to its virtualisation, scaling up 
your systems can be done quickly and efficiently, minimising downtime. 

• Minimised hardware maintenance — the hardware behind your IaaS system is managed 
externally, minimising the time and money your business spends on this type of maintenance. 

• Flexibility  — many IaaS systems can be accessed remotely, although this will vary from system to 
system. 

• Reduced downtime — if your hardware fails, you’ll usually need to wait for a repair, impacting the 
productivity of both your staff and business overall. An IaaS system relies on a multitude of servers 
and data centres; if one area fails, other hardware resources are available to pick up the slack. 

• On–demand access  — an IaaS system can be accessed on-demand and you’ll only pay for the 
resources you use, keeping costs down 

Benefits of SaaS 

• Eradicates initial costs  — because SaaS is usually delivered on a subscription basis, it 
eliminates the initial costs that were traditionally associated with implementing software. With cost 
a barrier for many, this approach makes accessing more sophisticated systems easier and more 
affordable. 

• Stop using, stop paying  — another benefit of a subscription SaaS system is that it means you 
can often terminate your contract when you no longer require the software. 

• Keep your data safer  — through using cloud-connected software systems, you eliminate the 
vulnerability of storing files to a local device. PCs, laptops and tablets can fail, but you’ll always 
have a digital back-up to hand. 

• Flexibility  —one of the main benefits of SaaS is the flexibility it offers. You’re no longer tethered to 
specific devices that have the software capability; rather, you can access the applications you need 
wherever you are using a simple internet connection. 

 

 

 

 



The following is a list of disadvantages and advant ages of SaaS, PaaS and IaaS in 
comparison  to one another.  

SaaS (Advantages) 

• The most cost effective Cloud service as you only lease the software and not the resource. 
• SaaS requires minimal planning and is easy to setup, as applications are usually simple in 

usage and readymade. 
• Rapid deployment as the software is fully provisioned on demand. 
• The customer does not need to worry about the management of applications, as this is all 

handled by the provider. 
• Software is usually very stable, as it is supported by the Cloud provider’s large infrastructure 

and I.T team. 
SaaS (Disadvantages) 

• The customer has no control over the system processing its data. 
• There is no control over which customers use the software; the software is used by a large 

amount of users. An example of SaaS would be Dropbox. 
• Little or no control over the parameters of software. 
• Little control over deployment, upgrade and testing methodology (e.g. Dev, UAT, Live 

systems availability) 
• Currently only a limited number of software solutions are offered in the form of SaaS. 
• Integration with other software on any other systems is either difficult or unsupported (e.g. 

single sign-on) 
• Cloud provider has full access to customers’ data, unless cryptography is used (But this would 

mean no processing could be done on the Cloud thus reducing the usefulness of the Cloud). 
PaaS (Advantages) 

• Still cost effective in comparison to IaaS, as you are still essentially leasing the software 
platform not a resource. An example of PaaS would be IIS. 

• Unlike SaaS you can bring your own software to run on the platform therefore you have full 
control of software. 

• Full control over the users accessing the software and the processing of data (to a certain 
extent, due to little knowledge of underlying VM and insider threat). 

• Improved support for integration with other systems due to the above. 
• Minimal management of the VM, as this is still handled by the provider. 
PaaS (Disadvantages) 

• No Control over the VM or processing of data, this is a big security risk as you don’t know 
what’s happening with your data. 

• Possibly no control over platform depending on Cloud provider. 
• Platform is most likely a shared platform, for example there could be other customers running 

different websites on the same IIS platform. 
• Management task can become time consuming and tedious as you are responsible for 

updates and upgrades of application. 
• Not as cost effective as SaaS and not as much control over VM as IaaS. 
IaaS (Advantages) 

• Customers have full control over their VM and everything inside it; customers can choose to 
automate the provisioning or build their own VM. 

• A customer can run anything they want inside their VM. 
• Full control of processing inside VM. 
• Simplifies Integration with enterprise infrastructure 
• Potential the most secure Cloud service using a PuC due to greater control of VM. 
• The customer in essence can run and control its own virtual infrastructure without the 

overheads of cost and maintenance from running its own hardware. 
IaaS (Disadvantages) 

• Most expensive, since the customer is now leasing a tangible resource, the provider can 
charge for every Cycle, bit of RAM or disk space used. 

• Customer responsible for backups 
• Unlike with SaaS or PaaS, customer is responsible for all aspects of VM Management. 
• Still no control over which server or the physical (geographical) location of the VM. 
 



Deployment Models: 

 

Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use 

by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business 

units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a 

third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off 

premises.  

Community cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for 

exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organizations 

that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and 

compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated by 

one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some 

combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by 

the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business, 

academic, or government organization, or some combination of them. It 

exists on the premises of the cloud provider.  

Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more 

distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain 

unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary 

technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud 

bursting for load balancing between clouds). 

Privаtе Clоud 
A private сlоud infrаѕtruсturе is рrоviѕiоnеd fоr еxсluѕivе uѕе by a ѕinglе 
оrgаnizаtiоn соmрriѕing multiple соnѕumеrѕ (е.g., buѕinеѕѕ units). It mау 



bе оwnеd, mаnаgеd, аnd operated bу the оrgаnizаtiоn, a third раrtу, оr 
ѕоmе соmbinаtiоn of thеm, аnd it mау еxiѕt оn оr оff premises 

In gеnеrаl, federal аgеnсiеѕ and departments орt for рrivаtе clouds whеn 
sensitive оr miѕѕiоn-сritiсаl infоrmаtiоn are invоlvеd. The private cloud 
аllоwѕ for inсrеаѕеd security, reliability, реrfоrmаnсе, and ѕеrviсе. Yеt, likе 
оthеr tуреѕ оf сlоudѕ, it mаintаinѕ the ability to scale ԛuiсklу аnd оnlу pay 
fоr whаt iѕ uѕеd whеn provided by a third party, mаking it economical аѕ 
wеll. 

Onе example of a private cloud dерlоуmеnt mоdеl thаt has been 
imрlеmеntеd in thе fеdеrаl gоvеrnmеnt rеlаtivеlу rесеntlу wаѕ 
imрlеmеntеd by thе Lоѕ Alаmоѕ National Lаbоrаtоrу, whiсh allows 
researchers tо ассеѕѕ аnd utilizе ѕеrvеrѕ оn demand.  

Good for:   businesses with mission critical data and processes or high level security and 
performance requirements. 

 

 

Cоmmunit у Clоud 
The Cоmmunitу Cloud is a type of cloud hosting in whiсh thе setup iѕ 
mutuаllу ѕhаrеd bеtwееn mаnу оrgаnizаtiоnѕ thаt bеlоng tо a раrtiсulаr 
community, i.e. bаnkѕ and trаding firmѕ. It iѕ a multi-tеnаnt ѕеtuр thаt is 



ѕhаrеd among ѕеvеrаl organizations thаt bеlоng to a ѕресifiс group which 
hаѕ ѕimilаr соmрuting apprehensions. Thе community mеmbеrѕ gеnеrаllу 
ѕhаrе ѕimilаr privacy, реrfоrmаnсе аnd ѕесuritу concerns. The mаin 
intеntiоn оf thеѕе communities iѕ to асhiеvе thеir buѕinеѕѕ-rеlаtеd 
objectives. A community сlоud may bе internally mаnаgеd оr it can bе 
mаnаgеd by a third-party provider. It саn bе hosted externally or 
intеrnаllу. The cost iѕ ѕhаrеd bу thе specific оrgаnizаtiоnѕ within thе 
соmmunitу, hence, соmmunitу сlоud has cost ѕаving сарасitу. A 
соmmunitу cloud iѕ appropriate fоr оrgаnizаtiоnѕ аnd buѕinеѕѕеѕ that wоrk 
on joint ventures, tеndеrѕ оr rеѕеаrсh thаt nееdѕ a centralized cloud 
computing аbilitу for mаnаging, building аnd imрlеmеnting ѕimilаr 
рrоjесtѕ. 

The сlоud infrastructure iѕ рrоviѕiоnеd fоr еxсluѕivе uѕе bу a specific 
соmmunitу оf соnѕumеrѕ frоm оrgаnizаtiоnѕ thаt hаvе ѕhаrеd concerns 

Thе соmmunitу сlоud deployment mоdеl iѕ idеаl and орtimizеd fоr 
agencies оr indереndеnt оrgаnizаtiоnѕ thаt hаvе shared соnсеrnѕ, аnd 
therefore nееd ассеѕѕ tо shared and mutuаl rесоrdѕ аnd оthеr types оf 
stored infоrmаtiоn. 

Exаmрlеѕ might include a соmmunitу dedicated tо соmрliаnсе 
соnѕidеrаtiоnѕ or a community fосuѕеd оn ѕесuritу rеԛuirеmеntѕ policy. 

Good for:  joint ventures, tenders, research and other collaborative projects. 

 



 

Publi с Clоud 
Thе gеnеrаl рubliс provisions thе сlоud infrаѕtruсturе fоr ореn uѕе. It mау 
bе owned, mаnаgеd, and ореrаtеd by a business, асаdеmiс, or government 
оrgаnizаtiоn, or some combination оf thеm. It еxiѕtѕ on the рrеmiѕеѕ оf thе 
cloud рrоvidеr. 

Thе public cloud dерlоуmеnt model hаvе thе uniquе аdvаntаgе оf bеing 
ѕignifiсаntlу mоrе secure than ассеѕѕing infоrmаtiоn via the Intеrnеt аnd 
tеnd to соѕt lеѕѕ thаn рrivаtе clouds because ѕеrviсеѕ аrе more 
соmmоditizеd. 

Research bу thе 1105 Gоvеrnmеnt Infоrmаtiоn Group fоund thаt fеdеrаl 
agencies intеrеѕtеd in public сlоudѕ аrе most соmmоnlу intеrеѕtеd in thе 
following four funсtiоnѕ: 

• Cоllаbоrаtiоn 

• Sосiаl Networking 

• CRM 

• Stоrаgе 

Onе еxаmрlе оf a рubliс сlоud deployment mоdеl bаѕеd solution is thе 
Trеаѕurу Department, whiсh hаѕ mоvеd itѕ wеbѕitе Trеаѕurу.gоv tо a 
public сlоud uѕing Amаzоn'ѕ EC2 cloud service tо hоѕt the ѕitе and itѕ 
аррliсаtiоnѕ. Thе site inсludеѕ social media аttributеѕ, including Facebook, 
YоuTubе аnd Twittеr whiсh аllоwѕ fоr rарid аnd еffесtivе communication 
with соnѕtituеntѕ. 

Good for:  Partial or full outsourcing of the IT function – especially commonly used 
applications; organisations with minimal regulatory or compliance requirements. 



 

 

Hybrid Cloud 
Thе сlоud infrаѕtruсturе is a composition оf twо оr more diѕtinсt сlоud 
deployment models (private, соmmunitу, оr рubliс) thаt remain uniquе 
еntitiеѕ, but are bound tоgеthеr bу ѕtаndаrdizеd оr proprietary tесhnоlоgу 
thаt еnаblеѕ data аnd application роrtаbilitу (е.g., сlоud bursting for load 
balancing between clouds). 

Lаrgе роrtiоnѕ оf аgеnсiеѕ thаt hаvе already ѕwitсhеd ѕоmе рrосеѕѕеѕ оvеr 
tо сlоud based computing solutions hаvе utilizеd hуbrid сlоud options. Fеw 
еntеrрriѕеѕ hаvе the ability tо ѕwitсh over аll оf thеir IT ѕеrviсеѕ аt оnе 
timе, the hybrid орtiоn allows fоr a mix оf оn bаѕе and сlоud options which 
рrоvidе аn easier trаnѕitiоn. 

NASA iѕ оnе example оf a federal аgеnсу whо is utilizing the Hybrid Cloud 
Computing dерlоуmеnt model. Its Nеbulа open-source сlоud computing 
project uѕеѕ a рrivаtе сlоud fоr rеѕеаrсh аnd dеvеlорmеnt as well as a 
рubliс сlоud tо shared dаtаѕеtѕ with external раrtnеrѕ and thе рubliс. 

Thе hуbrid сlоud соmрuting deployment model option has аlѕо рrоvеn tо 
be thе сhоiсе option for ѕtаtе аnd lосаl gоvеrnmеntѕ аѕ wеll, with states 
likе Miсhigаn аnd Cоlоrаdо hаving аlrеаdу declared thеir cloud соmрuting 
intentions with рlаnѕ illuѕtrаting hуbrid сlоud deployment models. 

Good for:  businesses with security and compliance restrictions that also have a need for price and 
performance efficiencies. 



 

1. Public Cloud 

The service provider opens up the cloud infrastructure to open use. 
The infrastructure will be in the premises of the service provider, but 
it will be operated by whoever is making use of it, be it government 
organization, business centers or academic institutions. The user, 
however, does not have any control over the location of the 
infrastructure. 

The main features of the public cloud are: 

· Reasonable levels of security 

· Easy to implement 

· Cost-effective 

· Low operational cost 

However, you need not go for this option if security is of utmost 
importance. 



2. Private Cloud 

Private cloud, as the name suggests, is solely owned by a particular 
institution, organization or enterprise. 

Hosted internally or externally, private cloud services offer better 
security, especially for companies that need excellent data 
management services and uptime requirements. It is also the best 
choice for organizations that need to manage their host applications 
and other applications used by their customers. 

The main features of the private cloud are: 

· Maximum levels of reliability and scalability 

· Designed for enterprises and businesses 

· Greater control over cloud infrastructure 

· Users get both network access and computational resources 

Interestingly, there isn’t much of a difference in the design structure 
between public cloud and private, save perhaps, for the level of 
security. 

3. Hybrid Cloud 

As the name suggests, hybrid contains the best of private, public and 
community (another type of cloud service). Hybrid solutions ensure 
safety, scalability and performance, but you really need a reputed 
hybrid cloud vendor to ensure reliability, especially because diverse 
environments are involved. 

But it can definitely leverage the cost benefits to a great extent and 
even manage the vulnerabilities found in mission critical data 
applications. 

And many businesses have already adopted hybrid solution because 
it allows for the BYOD or Bring Your Own Device policy, while 
employees can access business critical applications and information 
to improve collaboration. A hybrid system definitely promotes a 
more personalized approach. 



Difference  Private  Public  Hybrid  

Tenancy  

Single tenancy: there’s 
only the data of a 
single organization 
stored in the cloud. 

Multi-tenancy: the 
data of multiple 
organizations in 
stored in a shared 
environment. 

The data stored in the public 
cloud is usually multi-tenant, 
which means the data from 
multiple organizations is 
stored in a shared 
environment. The data 
stored in private cloud is 
kept private by the 
organization. 

Exposed to 
the Public  

No: only the 
organization itself can 
use the private cloud 
services. 

Yes: anyone can use 
the public cloud 
services. 

The services running on a 
private cloud can be 
accessed only the 
organization’s users, while 
the services running on 
public cloud can be 
accessed by anyone. 

Data Center 
Location  

Inside the 
organization’s 
network. 

Anywhere on the 
Internet where the 
cloud service 
provider’s services 
are located. 

Inside the organization’s 
network for private cloud 
services as well as 
anywhere on the Internet for 
public cloud services. 

Cloud 
Service 
Management  

The organization must 
have their own 
administrators 
managing their private 
cloud services. 

The cloud service 
provider manages 
the services, where 
the organization 
merely uses them. 

The organization itself must 
manage the private cloud, 
while the public cloud is 
managed by the CSP. 

Hardware 
Components  

Must be provided by 
the organization itself, 
which has to buy 
physical servers to 
build the private cloud 
on. 

The CSP provides all 
the hardware and 
ensures it’s working 
at all times. 

The organization must 
provide hardware for the 
private cloud, while the 
hardware of CSP is used for 
public cloud services. 

Expenses  

Can be quite 
expensive, since the 
hardware, applications 
and network have to 
be provided and 
managed by the 
organization itself. 

The CSP has to 
provide the 
hardware, set-up the 
application and 
provide the network 
accessibility 
according to the SLA. 

The private cloud services 
must be provided by the 
organization, including the 
hardware, applications and 
network, while the CSP 
manages the public cloud 
services. 



 

 5. 

DEPLOYMENT MODELS 

 Public cloud:  

Public cloud or external cloud describes cloud computing in the traditional mainstream sense, whereby 

resources are dynamically provisioned on a fine-grained, selfservice basis over the Internet, via web 

applications/web services from an off-site third-party provider who bills on a fine-grained utility computing 

basis. The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large industry group, and is 

owned by an organization selling cloud services. Examples: Amazon Elastic-Compute-Cloud, IBM's 

BlueCloud, Sun Cloud, Google AppEngine.  

 

 



Community cloud:  

A community cloud may be established where several organizations have similar requirements and seek to 

share infrastructure so as to realize some of the benefits of cloud computing. With the costs spread over 

fewer users than a public cloud (but more than a single tenant) this option is more expensive but may offer 

a higher level of privacy, security and/or policy compliance. Examples of community cloud include Google’s 

"Gov Cloud". 

 

Hybrid cloud: 

 The term "Hybrid Cloud" has been used to mean either two separate clouds joined together (public, 

private, internal or external), or a combination of virtualized cloud server instances used together with real 

physical hardware. The most correct definition of the term "Hybrid Cloud" is probably the use of physical 

hardware and virtualized cloud server instances together to provide a single common service. Two clouds 

that have been joined together are more correctly called a "combined cloud". A hybrid storage cloud uses a 

combination of public and private storage clouds. Hybrid storage clouds are often useful for archiving and 

backup functions, allowing local data to be replicated to a public cloud. 

 

 Private cloud: 

 A private cloud is a particular model of cloud computing that involves a distinct and secure cloud based 

environment in which only the specified client can operate. As with other cloud models, private clouds will 

provide computing power as a service within a virtualized environment using an underlying pool of physical 

computing resource. However, under the private cloud model, the cloud (the pool of resource) is only 

accessible by a single organization providing that organization with greater control and privacy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Difference Between Cloud and Grid computing  
 

Cluster  differs from Cloud and Grid  in that a cluster  is a group of computers connected by a local 
area network (LAN), whereas cloud and grid  are more wide scale and can be geographically 
distributed. Another way to put it is to say that acluster  is tightly coupled, whereas a Grid  or a 
cloud is loosely coupled. 
 
Cloud Computing  is For Service Oriented where as Grid Computing  is for Application 
Oriented. Grid computing  is used to build Virtual supercomputer using a middler ware to achieve 
a common task that can be shared among several resources. most probably this task will be kind 
of computing  or data storage. 
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Processor System Architecture

The typical processor system consists of:

� CPU (central processing unit)
� ALU (arithmetic-logic unit)
� Control Logic
� Registers, etc…

� Memory

2

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file  
again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

� Memory
� Input / Output interfaces

Interconnections between these units:

� Address Bus
� Data Bus
� Control Bus



Bus and CPU
Bus: A shared group of wires used for communicating 

signals among devices

• address bus: the device and the location within the 
device that is being accessed

• data bus: the data value being communicated
• control bus: describes the action on the address and data 

buses

3

buses

CPU: Core of the processor, where instructions are executed

• High-level language: a = b + c
• Assembly language: add r1 r2 r3
• Machine language: 0001001010111010101

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file  
again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Memory and I/O

Memory: Where instructions (programs) and data are stored
• Organized in arrays of locations (addresses), each storing 

one byte (8 bits) in general
• A read operation to a particular location always returns the 

last value stored in that location

I/O devices: Enable system to interact with the world
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• Device interface (a.k.a. controller or adapter) hardware 
connects actual device to bus

• The CPU views the I/O device registers just like 
memory that can be accessed over the bus.  However, 
I/O registers are connected to external wires, device 
control logic, etc.

• Reads may not return last value written
• Writes may have side effects

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file  
again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



8085 Microprocessor Architecture

Now we will examine these components more closely 
by using the Intel 8085 microprocessor architecture 
as an example:

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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The 8085 Bus Structure

The 8-bit 8085 CPU (or MPU – Micro Processing Unit) 
communicates with the other units using a 16-bit address 
bus, an 8-bit data bus and a control bus.

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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The 8085 Bus Structure

Address Bus

� Consists of 16 address lines: A0 – A15

� Operates in unidirectional mode: The address 
bits are always sent from the MPU to peripheral 
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bits are always sent from the MPU to peripheral 
devices, not reverse.

� 16 address lines are capable of addressing a 
total of 216 = 65,536 (64k) memory locations.

� Address locations: 0000 (hex) – FFFF (hex)



The 8085 Bus Structure

Data Bus

� Consists of 8 data lines: D0 – D7

� Operates in bidirectional mode: The data bits are 
sent from the MPU to peripheral devices, as well 
as from the peripheral devices to the MPU.

8
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as from the peripheral devices to the MPU.

� Data range: 00 (hex) – FF (hex)

Control Bus

� Consists of various lines carrying the control 
signals such as read / write enable, flag bits.



The 8085: CPU Internal Structure

The internal architecture of the 8085 CPU is   
capable of performing the following operations:

� Store 8-bit data (Registers, Accumulator)

� Perform arithmetic and logic operations (ALU)

9
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� Perform arithmetic and logic operations (ALU)

� Test for conditions (IF / THEN)

� Sequence the execution of instructions

� Store temporary data in RAM during execution 



The 8085: CPU Internal Structure
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Simplified block diagram 



The 8085: Registers
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The 8085: CPU Internal Structure

Registers

� Six general purpose 8-bit registers: B, C, D, E, H, L

� They can also be combined as register pairs to 
perform 16-bit operations: BC, DE, HL

12
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� Registers are programmable (data load, move, etc.)

Accumulator

� Single 8-bit register that is part of the ALU !

� Used for arithmetic / logic operations – the result is  
always stored in the accumulator.



The 8085: CPU Internal Structure

Flag Bits

� Indicate the result of condition tests.

� Carry, Zero, Sign, Parity, etc.

� Conditional operations (IF / THEN) are executed  

13
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� Conditional operations (IF / THEN) are executed  
based on the condition of these flag bits.

Program Counter (PC)

� Contains the memory address (16 bits) of the  
instruction that will be executed in the next step.

Stack Pointer (SP)



Example: Memory Read Operation
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Example: Instruction Fetch Operation

� All instructions (program steps) are stored in memory.

� To run a program, the individual instructions must  
be read from the memory in sequence, and executed.

� Program counter puts the 16-bit memory address of the 

15
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instruction on the address bus

� Control unit sends the Memory Read Enable signal to 
access the memory

� The 8-bit instruction stored in memory is placed on the data 
bus and transferred to the instruction decoder

� Instruction is decoded and executed



Example: Instruction Fetch Operation
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Example: Instruction Fetch Operation
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8085 Functional Block Diagram
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contd. contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 

�Interfacing of two IDs require the following 
components.
-Processing the interfacing signals normally based 
on the type of devices that are used.  
-Based on the type of devices to be interfaced , 
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-Based on the type of devices to be interfaced , 
various ADC and DAC devices are required.
-Some of the complex interfaces need to be 
controlled by stored program circuits.
-This makes use of EPROM programmers to 
permanently store the control program in the circuit 
board.



Physical Interconnection Physical Interconnection 

For a PC
Interconnection
standard

Internal
Interconnection

External 
Interconnection
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- The interfacing devices should make use 
of standard data transfer schemes for the 
efficient exchange of data.



Peripheral Devices
� A peripheral device is an internal or external 

device that connects to a computer but does not 
contribute to the computer’s primary function.

� It helps end users access and use the 
functionalities of a computer.

Types of peripheral devices� Types of peripheral devices

1. Input devices, such as a keyboard, a mouse

2. Output devices, such as a monitor and a printer

3. Storage devices, such as a hard drive or flash 
drive.



Contd. Peripheral Devices
� I/O devices are very different (i.e. keyboard 

and HDD performs totally different functions, 
yet they are both part of the I/O subsystem). 

� For having an interface the microprocessor 
system should generate or receive data 
signal, control signal and address signals.  signal, control signal and address signals.  

� Each I/O device needs to be connected to:

� Address bus – to pass address to peripheral

� Data bus – to pass data to and from peripheral

� Control bus – to control signals to peripherals
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MODERN I/O DEVICES

1. PRINTER

2. MONITOR

3. KEYBOARD

4. AUDIO SPEAKER
5. DVD DRIVE
6. Touch screen
7. Keypad



INPUT AND OUTPUT PORTS

1. USB Port

2. Parallel Port2. Parallel Port

3. Serial Port



Different possible Interfacing Different possible Interfacing 
ApplicationsApplications

1. Man- machine interface development

Keyboard
/touch 
screen

Pc or 
single 
board 

Interfaci
ng ckt 
(Isolator

High 
power 
machine

11

screen board 
computer

(Isolator
s)

machine



Contd. Contd. 

2. Robotics:
- stepper motor (rotate)

3. Traffic Light Control System
4.PC peripheral interfacing
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-Printer interfacing
-Hard disk interfacing
-Floppy disk interfacing
-Modem interfacing
-NIC interfacing



Contd. Contd. 

5. Home Appliances
-Microwave Oven
-Vacuum cleanse
-Door controllers with security System
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-TV/DVD
-Mobile Phone

6.Hospitals 
-Ultra sound scanners
-MRI/CT scanners
-Tele medicin 



Contd. Contd. 

7. Defense:
-Missiles
-Tanks
-Aircrafts

14

-Radars etc….



Interfacing Interfacing cktckt componentscomponents

�There are many interfacing ICs used for 
various interfacing application.
�Most of these ICs  are programmable.
�These ICs have programmable registers and 
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the binary bit pattern placed inside.
�These will decide the performance of the ICs.
�Example:

1.Intel 8155: has 3 ports (port A(8 pin), 
port B (8 pin),     port C(6 pin) )



Interfacing Interfacing cktckt componentscomponents

2.Intel 8255(PPI= programmable peripheral 
interface ) has 3 ports PA(8 pin), PB(8 pin), PC(8 
pin).

3.Intel 8253/8254=>PIT(programmable 
Interval Timer)
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Interval Timer)
4. Intel 8259=>Programmable Interrupt 

Counter
5.Intel 8257:programmable DMA controller
6.Intel 8251:USART IC: universal 

synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
7.Other Ics used: FDD, CRT, HDD controller Ics.



Data Transfer SchemesData Transfer Schemes

�The data transfer schemes refers to the 
method of data transfer between the processor 
and peripheral devices.
�Interface should use a data transfer scheme 
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between IDs.
�In a typical microcomputer, data transfer 
takes place between any two devices:

-microprocessor and memory
-microprocessor and I/O devices
-memory and I/O devices.



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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I/O Device Interface
� An I/O device interface is a circuit between

a device and the interconnection network

� Provides the means for data transfer and
exchange of status and control information

� Includes data, status, and control registers� Includes data, status, and control registers
accessible with Load and Store instructions

� Memory-mapped I/O enables software to view 
these registers as locations in memory



Contd.Contd.

�For example, an I/O device may be slower 
than the processor due to which , it can not 
send data to the processor at the expected time.
�The µP system designer often face difficulties 
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while interfacing I/O devices and magnetic 
memories(like floppy or hard disk) to achieve 
effective data transfer to or from µP.
�Several data transfer schemes have been 
developed to solve the interfacing problem with 
I/O devices. 



Contd.Contd.
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Contd.Contd.

�The data transfer schemes have been broadly 
classified into the following two categories: 
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Classification of  Data Transfer schemes    Classification of  Data Transfer schemes    

Data Transfer Schemes

Programmed data transfer DMA data transfer

Synchron Asynchron Interrupt Cycle 
stealing 

Block  
transfer

Demand 
transfer

24

Fixed
Priority

Polled 
Interrupts 

Vectored
Interrupts 

Software
Polling

Hardware
Polling 

Variable
Priority

Synchron
ous mode

Asynchron
ous mode

Interrupt 
Driven mode stealing 

DMA mode
transfer
DMA  mode

transfer
DMA mode



Programmed Data TransferProgrammed Data Transfer

�In a programmed data transfer, CPU has to execute 
program instructions to transfer group of bits from 
source to destination.
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Contd. Contd. 

�Program controlled data transfers can take place 
under several conditions. They are:
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Programmed Data TransferProgrammed Data Transfer

�The programmed data transfer scheme can be 
further classified into the following three types:
1. Synchronous data transfer scheme
2. Asynchronous data transfer scheme
3. Interrupt driven data transfer scheme
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3. Interrupt driven data transfer scheme



Synchronous data transfer schemeSynchronous data transfer scheme

�Synchronous transfer mean transfers occurring at 
the same time.
�The sender and receiver are synchronized to 
operate at the same clock speed.
�This is preferred when the speeds of  both the 
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�This is preferred when the speeds of  both the 
sender and the receiver match.
�The synchronous data transfer scheme can also be 
implemented with small delay(if the delay is 
tolerable) after the request has been made.



Asynchronous data transfer schemeAsynchronous data transfer scheme

�Asynchronous transfer mean transfers taking place 
at irregular intervals.
�When the I/O device speed and µp speed do not 
match, asynchronous mode may be used.
�Data transfer between the microprocessor and the 
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�Data transfer between the microprocessor and the 
peripherals are primary asynchronous.
�In asynchronous data transfer scheme, first the 
processor sends a request to the device for read/write 
operation. Then the processor keeps on polling the
status of the device. Once the device is ready, the 
processor executes a data transfer instruction to 
complete the process.



contd. contd. 
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Interrupt driven data transfer schemeInterrupt driven data transfer scheme

�The interrupt driven data transfer scheme is the 
best method of data transfer for effectively 
utilizing the processor time. 
�In this scheme, the processor first initiates the 
I/O device for data transfer. After initiating the 
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I/O device for data transfer. After initiating the 
device, the processor will continue the execution 
of instructions in the program. 
�Also at the end of an instruction the processor 
will check for a valid interrupt signal.
� If there is no interrupt then the processor will 
continue the execution.



Interrupt driven data transfer schemeInterrupt driven data transfer scheme

�an interrupt is a signal to the processor emitted by hardware or 
software indicating an event that needs immediate attention

32



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 

Execution sequence ISR execution sequence      
Request the device to get ready

Find the next instn to execute Save the processor status

Start ISR

Execute data transfer instrn 
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Check 
for 
interrupt

Call the ISR corresponding to 
that interrupt

No

Yes

Execute data transfer instrn 

Restore the processor status

Return to the 
main program



Contd. Contd. 
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Types of InterruptsTypes of Interrupts

♦ External interrupts
♦ Internal interrupts
♦ Software interrupts
♦ Hardware interrupts
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 

40

��Is a particular instructions that can be inserted into Is a particular instructions that can be inserted into 
the desired location in the program.the desired location in the program.
��They allow the microprocessor to transfer program They allow the microprocessor to transfer program 
control from the main program to the subroutine control from the main program to the subroutine 
programprogram



Hardware interruptsHardware interrupts

�are used by devices to communicate that they require 
attention from the operating system.
� Internally, hardware interrupts are implemented using 
electronic alerting signals that are sent to the processor 
from an external device, which is either a part of the 
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from an external device, which is either a part of the 
computer itself, such as adisk controller, or an 
externalperipheral. 
�For example, pressing a key on thekeyboardor moving 
themousetriggers hardware interrupts that cause the 
processor to read the keystroke or mouse position



Classification of Interrupts Classification of Interrupts 

�Interrupts can be classified into two types:
-Maskable Interrupts (Can be delayed or Rejected)
-Non-Maskable Interrupts (Can not be delayed or 
Rejected)
�Interrupts can also be classified into:
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�Interrupts can also be classified into:
�Vectored 

-the address of the service routine is hard-wired
-The address of the subroutine is already known to the 

Microprocessor.
�Non-vectored :(the address of the service routine needs 
to be supplied externally by the device)

-The device will have to supply the address of the 
subroutine to the Microprocessor



contd. contd. 
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contd. contd. 
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contd. contd. 
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contd. contd. 
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DMA Data TransferDMA Data Transfer
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DMA Data TransferDMA Data Transfer
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Contd. Contd. 

�A DMA controller manages several DMA channels, 
each of which can be programmed to perform a 
sequence of these DMA transfers. 
�Devices, usually I/O peripherals, that acquire data 
that must be read (or devices that must output data 
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that must be read (or devices that must output data 
and be written to) signal the DMA controller to 
perform a DMA transfer by asserting a hardware 
DMA request signal. 
�A DMA request signal for each channel is routed to 
the DMA controller.



Contd. Contd. 

�This signal is monitored and responded to in much 
the same way that a processor handles interrupts. 
�When the DMA controller sees a DMA request, the 
DMA controller responds by performing one or many 
data transfers from that I/O device into system 
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data transfers from that I/O device into system 
memory or vice versa.
� Channels must be enabled by the processor for the 
DMA controller to respond to DMA requests.
� The number of transfers performed, transfer 
modes used, and memory locations accessed depends 
on how the DMA channel is programmed. 



DMA Configurations (1)

Single Bus, Detached DMA controller� Single Bus, Detached DMA controller

� Each transfer uses bus twice

� I/O to DMA then DMA to memory

� CPU is suspended twice



DMA Configurations (2)

� Single Bus, Integrated DMA controller

� Controller may support >1 device

� Each transfer uses bus once

� DMA to memory

� CPU is suspended once



DMA Configurations (3)

� Separate I/O Bus

� Bus supports all DMA enabled devices

� Each transfer uses bus once

� DMA to memory

� CPU is suspended once



DMA Data TransferDMA Data Transfer
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DMA Data TransferDMA Data Transfer
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Demand transfer mode DMADemand transfer mode DMA

�The different types of DMA data transfer schemes 
are:
1.Cycle stealing DMA(DMA forces the µP to stop its 
job & takes the control over buses)
2.Block or burst mode DMA
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2.Block or burst mode DMA
3.Demand transfer mode DMA



Burst mode DMABurst mode DMA

�An entire block of data is transferred in one 
contiguous sequence. 
�Once the DMA controller is granted access to the 
system bus by the CPU, it transfers all bytes of data 
in the data block before releasing control of the 
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in the data block before releasing control of the 
system buses back to the CPU. 
�The mode is also called Block Transfer Mode.
� DMA controller takes the bus control by CPU. 
CPU has no access to bus until the transfer is 
complete. During this time CPU can perform internal 
operations that do not need bus.



Cycle stealing DMACycle stealing DMA

�In the cycle stealing mode, the DMA controller 
obtains access to the system bus the same way as in 
burst mode, using BR (Bus Request) and BG (Bus 
Grant) signals, which are the two signals controlling 
the interface between the CPU and the DMA controller. 
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the interface between the CPU and the DMA controller. 
�However, in cycle stealing mode, after one byte of 
data transfer, the control of the system bus is 
deasserted to the CPU via BG.
� It is then continually requested again via BR, 
transferring one byte of data per request, until the 
entire block of data has been transferred. 



Demand transfer mode DMADemand transfer mode DMA

�Demand Mode will transfer one more bytes until 
DRQ is de-asserted, then when DRQ is asserted later, 
the transfer resumes where it was suspended.
�Demand Mode DMA allows PC hardware to transfer 
many bytes of data, via a DMA channel, with only a 
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many bytes of data, via a DMA channel, with only a 
single programming of the DMA controller. 



Interrupt Process in MicrocomputerInterrupt Process in Microcomputer

�8085 µp
�The microprocessor can be programmed to perform 
functions on given data by writing specific instructions 
into its memory.

-The microprocessor reads one instruction at a time, 
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-The microprocessor reads one instruction at a time, 
matches it with its instruction set, and performs the 
data manipulation specified.
-The result is either stored back into memory or 
displayed on an output device.



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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The 8085 InterruptThe 8085 Interrupt
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 

�On these five lines, 8085 can:
- receive signals from the peripheral devices,  
- requesting the microprocessor to attend to data 
transfers from them.
�In addition 8085 has an internal flip-flop called 
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�In addition 8085 has an internal flip-flop called 
interrupt enable flip-flop.
�This should be set, in order for the µp to be 
interrupted . 



Contd.(The 8085 Interrupts) Contd.(The 8085 Interrupts) 

Interrupt name Maskable Vectored

INTR Yes No

RST 5.5 Yes Yes
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RST 6.5 Yes Yes

RST 7.5 Yes Yes

TRAP No Yes



Contd. Contd. 

�8085 has the following instructions to set or reset 
this flip-flop.
�EI(Enable Interrupt):

-This is a one byte instruction
-This sets the IE flip-flop and enables the 
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-This sets the IE flip-flop and enables the 
interrupt process.
�DI(Disable Interrupt):-

-This is also one byte instruction.
-This resets the IE flip-flop and disables the 

interrupt process. 



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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=>(Set Interrupt mask): is a 1 byte 
instruction, used to mask & unmask 
the RST 7.5,RST 6.5 & RST 5.5



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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RIM(Read Interrupt MASK)RIM(Read Interrupt MASK)

�This is also 1-byte instruction.
�After executing this, we can get the status 
of interrupts in the accumulator as a bit 
pattern. 
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pattern. 
�This instruction is used to identify finding 
interrupts, when multiple devices interrupt 
the processor.
�This instruction is written in a program 
and is executed by the microprocessor.



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Exercise Exercise 

�Write a program to transfer data from 
memory location 2045hH to 2056H to the 
memory location starting at 2091h.This has 
to be implemented through the RST 7.5 
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to be implemented through the RST 7.5 
interrupt. (write the program by masking 
and unmasking necessary & unnecessary 
interrupts.



Solution  Solution  

EI                                    dcr c
Mvi A,0B                         jnz up
SIM                                 RET
mvi c, 12h
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mvi c, 12h
Lxi h,2045h
Lxi d, 2091h
Up:mov a,M
Stax d
Inx h
Inx d



Contd. Contd. 
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Contd. Contd. 
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Introduction to 8085Introduction to 8085

� It was introduced in 1977.

� It is 8-bit microprocessor.

� Its actual name is 8085 A.

� It is single NMOS device.

� It contains 6200 transistors � It contains 6200 transistors 
approx.

� Its dimensions are

164 mm x 222 mm.

� It is having 40 pins Dual-
Inline-Package (DIP).

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 1www.eazynotes.com

http://cbs.iSkysoft.com/go.php?pid=2982&m=db


Introduction to 8085Introduction to 8085

� It has three advanced 
versions:
◦ 8085 AH

◦ 8085 AH2

◦ 8085 AH1◦ 8085 AH1

� These advanced 
versions are designed 
using HMOS 
technology.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 2www.eazynotes.com



Introduction to 8085Introduction to 8085

� The advanced versions 
consume 20% less power 
supply.

� The clock frequencies of � The clock frequencies of 
8085 are:
◦ 8085 A 3 MHz

◦ 8085 AH3 MHz

◦ 8085 AH2 5 MHz

◦ 8085 AH1 6 MHz

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 3www.eazynotes.com



Pin Diagram of 8085Pin Diagram of 8085

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 4www.eazynotes.com



XX11 & X& X22

Pin 1 and Pin 2 (Input)Pin 1 and Pin 2 (Input)

� These are also called 
Crystal Input Pins.

� 8085 can generate clock 
signals internally.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 5

signals internally.

� To generate clock 
signals internally, 8085 
requires external inputs 
from X1 and X2.

www.eazynotes.com



RESET IN and RESET OUTRESET IN and RESET OUT
Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)

� RESET IN:

◦ It is used to reset the 
microprocessor.

◦ It is active low signal.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 6

◦ It is active low signal.

◦ When the signal on this 
pin is low for at least 3 
clocking cycles, it forces 
the microprocessor to 
reset itself.

www.eazynotes.com



RESET IN and RESET OUTRESET IN and RESET OUT
Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)

� Resetting the 
microprocessor means:

◦ Clearing the PC and IR.

◦ Disabling all interrupts 

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 7

◦ Disabling all interrupts 
(except TRAP).

◦ Disabling the SOD pin.

◦ All the buses (data, address, 
control) are tri-stated.

◦ Gives HIGH output to 
RESET OUT pin.

www.eazynotes.com



RESET IN and RESET OUTRESET IN and RESET OUT
Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)Pin 36 (Input) and Pin 3 (Output)

� RESET OUT:

◦ It is used to reset the peripheral 
devices and other ICs on the 
circuit.

◦ It is an output signal.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 8

◦ It is an output signal.

◦ It is an active high signal.

◦ The output on this pin goes high 
whenever RESET IN is given low 
signal.

◦ The output remains high as long 
as RESET IN is kept low.

www.eazynotes.com



SID and SODSID and SOD
Pin 4 (Input) and Pin 5 (Output)Pin 4 (Input) and Pin 5 (Output)

� SID (Serial Input 
Data):

o It takes 1 bit input from 
serial port of 8085.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 9

o Stores the bit at the 8th

position (MSB) of the 
Accumulator.

o RIM (Read Interrupt 
Mask) instruction is used 
to transfer the bit.

www.eazynotes.com



SID and SODSID and SOD
Pin 4 (Input) and Pin 5 (Output)Pin 4 (Input) and Pin 5 (Output)

� SOD (Serial Output 
Data):

o It takes 1 bit from 
Accumulator to serial port 
of 8085.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 10

of 8085.

o Takes the bit from the 8th

position (MSB) of the 
Accumulator.

o SIM (Set Interrupt Mask) 
instruction is used to 
transfer the bit.

www.eazynotes.com



Interrupt PinsInterrupt Pins

� Interrupt:

• It means interrupting the normal execution of the 
microprocessor.

• When microprocessor receives interrupt signal, it discontinues 
whatever it was executing.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 11

whatever it was executing.

• It starts executing new program indicated by the interrupt 
signal.

• Interrupt signals are generated by external peripheral devices.

• After execution of the new program, microprocessor goes 
back to the previous program.

www.eazynotes.com



Sequence of Steps Whenever There is Sequence of Steps Whenever There is 
an Interruptan Interrupt

� Microprocessor completes execution of current 
instruction of the program.

� PC contents are stored in stack.

� PC is loaded with address of the new program.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 12

� PC is loaded with address of the new program.

� After executing the new program, the 
microprocessor returns back to the previous 
program.

� It goes to the previous program by reading the top 
value of stack.

www.eazynotes.com



Five Hardware Interrupts in 8085Five Hardware Interrupts in 8085

� TRAP

� RST 7.5

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 13

� RST 6.5

� RST 5.5

� INTR

www.eazynotes.com



Classification of InterruptsClassification of Interrupts

� Maskable and Non-Maskable

� Vectored and Non-Vectored

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 14

� Edge Triggered and Level Triggered

� Priority Based Interrupts

www.eazynotes.com



Maskable InterruptsMaskable Interrupts

� Maskable interrupts are those interrupts 
which can be enabled or disabled.

� Enabling and Disabling is done by 

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 15

� Enabling and Disabling is done by 
software instructions.

www.eazynotes.com



Maskable InterruptsMaskable Interrupts

� List of Maskable Interrupts:

• RST 7.5

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 16

• RST 6.5

• RST 5.5

• INTR

www.eazynotes.com



NonNon--Maskable InterruptsMaskable Interrupts

� The interrupts which are always in 
enabled mode are called non-maskable 
interrupts.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 17

� These interrupts can never be disabled 
by any software instruction.

� TRAP is a non-maskable interrupt.

www.eazynotes.com



Vectored InterruptsVectored Interrupts

� The interrupts which have fixed memory 
location for transfer of control from 
normal execution.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 18

� Each vectored interrupt points to the 
particular location in memory.

www.eazynotes.com



Vectored InterruptsVectored Interrupts

� List of vectored interrupts:

• RST 7.5

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 19

• RST 6.5

• RST 5.5

• TRAP

www.eazynotes.com



Vectored InterruptsVectored Interrupts

� The addresses to which program control 
goes:

Name Vectored Address

RST 7.5 003C H (7.5 x 0008 H)

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 20

� Absolute address is calculated by 
multiplying the RST value with 0008 H.

RST 7.5 003C H (7.5 x 0008 H)

RST 6.5 0034 H (6.5 x 0008 H)

RST 5.5 002C H (5.5 x 0008 H)

TRAP 0024 H (4.5 x 0008 H)

www.eazynotes.com



NonNon--Vectored InterruptsVectored Interrupts

� The interrupts which don't have fixed 
memory location for transfer of control 
from normal execution.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
professorgstatla@gmail.com 21

� The address of the memory location is 
sent along with the interrupt.

� INTR is a non-vectored interrupt.

www.eazynotes.com



Edge Triggered InterruptsEdge Triggered Interrupts

� The interrupts which are triggered at 
leading or trailing edge are called edge 
triggered interrupts.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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� RST 7.5 is an edge triggered interrupt.

� It is triggered during the leading 
(positive) edge.

www.eazynotes.com



Level Triggered InterruptsLevel Triggered Interrupts

� The interrupts which are triggered at high 
or low level are called level triggered 
interrupts.

� RST 6.5

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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� RST 6.5

� RST 5.5

� INTR

� TRAP is edge and level triggered interrupt.

www.eazynotes.com



Priority Based InterruptsPriority Based Interrupts

� Whenever there exists a simultaneous 
request at two or more pins then the 
pin with higher priority is selected by the 
microprocessor.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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microprocessor.

� Priority is considered only when there 
are simultaneous requests.

www.eazynotes.com



Priority Based InterruptsPriority Based Interrupts

� Priority of interrupts:

Interrupt Priority

TRAP 1

RST 7.5 2

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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RST 7.5 2

RST 6.5 3

RST 5.5 4

INTR 5

www.eazynotes.com



TRAPTRAP
Pin 6 (Input)Pin 6 (Input)

� It is an non-maskable interrupt.

� It has the highest priority.

� It cannot be disabled.

� It is both edge and level 
triggered.

It means TRAP signal must go 

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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� It means TRAP signal must go 
from low to high.

� And must remain high for a 
certain period of time.

� TRAP is usually used for power 
failure and emergency shutoff.

www.eazynotes.com



RST 7.5RST 7.5
Pin 7 (Input)Pin 7 (Input)

� It is a maskable interrupt.

� It has the second highest 
priority.

� It is positive edge triggered 
only.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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only.

� The internal flip-flop is 
triggered by the rising 
edge.

� The flip-flop remains high 
until it is cleared by RESET 
IN.

www.eazynotes.com



RST 6.5RST 6.5
Pin 8 (Input)Pin 8 (Input)

� It is a maskable interrupt.

� It has the third highest 
priority.

� It is level triggered only.

� The pin has to be held high 
for a specific period of time.

Gursharan Singh Tatla
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� The pin has to be held high 
for a specific period of time.

� RST 6.5 can be enabled by EI 
instruction.

� It can be disabled by DI 
instruction.

www.eazynotes.com



RST 5.5RST 5.5
Pin 9 (Input)Pin 9 (Input)

� It is a maskable 
interrupt.

� It has the fourth highest 
priority.

� It is also level triggered.
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� It is also level triggered.

� The pin has to be held 
high for a specific period 
of time.

� This interrupt is very 
similar to RST 6.5.
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INTRINTR
Pin 10 (Input)Pin 10 (Input)

� It is a maskable interrupt.

� It has the lowest priority.

� It is also level triggered.

� It is a general purpose 
interrupt.
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interrupt.

� By general purpose we 
mean that it can be used to 
vector microprocessor to 
any specific subroutine 
having any address.
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INTAINTA
Pin 11 (Output)Pin 11 (Output)

� It stands for interrupt 
acknowledge.

� It is an out going signal.

� It is an active low signal.

Low output on this pin 
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� Low output on this pin 
indicates that 
microprocessor has 
acknowledged the INTR 
request.
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Address and Data PinsAddress and Data Pins

� Address Bus:

• The address bus is used to send address to 
memory.
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memory.

• It selects one of the many locations in 
memory.

• Its size is 16-bit.
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Address and Data PinsAddress and Data Pins

� Data Bus:

• It is used to transfer data between 
microprocessor and memory.
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microprocessor and memory.

• Data bus is of 8-bit.
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ADAD00 –– ADAD77
Pin 19Pin 19--12 (Bidirectional)12 (Bidirectional)

� These pins serve the dual 
purpose of transmitting lower 
order address and data byte.

� During 1st clock cycle, these pins 
act as lower half of address.
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act as lower half of address.

� In remaining clock cycles, these 
pins act as data bus.

� The separation of lower order 
address and data is done by 
address latch.
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AA88 –– AA1515
Pin 21Pin 21--28 (Unidirectional)28 (Unidirectional)

� These pins carry the higher 
order of address bus.

� The address is sent from 
microprocessor to memory.
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� These 8 pins are switched to 
high impedance state during 
HOLD and RESET mode.
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ALEALE
Pin 30 (Output)Pin 30 (Output)

� It is used to enable Address 
Latch.

� It indicates whether bus 
functions as address bus or data 
bus.
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bus.

� If ALE = 1 then

◦ Bus functions as address bus.

� If ALE = 0 then

◦ Bus functions as data bus.
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SS00 and Sand S11
Pin 29 (Output) and Pin 33 (Output)Pin 29 (Output) and Pin 33 (Output)

� S0 and S1 are called Status 
Pins.

� They tell the current 
operation which is in progress 
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operation which is in progress 
in 8085.

S0 S1 Operation

0 0 Halt

0 1 Write

1 0 Read

1 1 Opcode Fetch
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IO/MIO/M
Pin 34 (Output)Pin 34 (Output)

� This pin tells whether I/O 
or memory operation is 
being performed.

� If IO/M = 1 then
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If IO/M = 1 then

◦ I/O operation is being 
performed.

� If IO/M = 0 then

◦ Memory operation is being 
performed.
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IO/MIO/M
Pin 34 (Output)Pin 34 (Output)

� The operation being performed is indicated by 
S0 and S1.

� If S0 = 0 and S1 = 1 then

◦ It indicates WRITE operation.
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◦ It indicates WRITE operation.

� If IO/M = 0 then

◦ It indicates Memory operation.

� Combining these two we get Memory Write
Operation.
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Table Showing IO/M, STable Showing IO/M, S00, S, S11 and and 
Corresponding OperationsCorresponding Operations

Operations IO/M S0 S1

Opcode Fetch 0 1 1

Memory Read 0 1 0

Memory Write 0 0 1
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I/O Read 1 1 0

I/O Write 1 0 1

Interrupt Ack. 1 1 1

Halt High Impedance 0 0
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RDRD
Pin 32 (Output)Pin 32 (Output)

� RD stands for Read.

� It is an active low signal.

� It is a control signal used for 
Read operation either from 
memory or from Input 
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memory or from Input 
device.

� A low signal indicates that 
data on the data bus must be 
placed either from selected 
memory location or from 
input device.
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WRWR
Pin 31 (Output)Pin 31 (Output)

� WR stands for Write.

� It is also active low signal.

� It is a control signal used for 
Write operation either into 
memory or into output 
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memory or into output 
device.

� A low signal indicates that 
data on the data bus must be 
written into selected 
memory location or into 
output device.
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READYREADY
Pin 35 (Input)Pin 35 (Input)

� This pin is used to 
synchronize slower 
peripheral devices with fast 
microprocessor.

� A low value causes the 
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� A low value causes the 
microprocessor to enter 
into wait state.

� The microprocessor 
remains in wait state until 
the input at this pin goes 
high.
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HOLDHOLD
Pin 38 (Input)Pin 38 (Input)

� HOLD pin is used to request the 
microprocessor for DMA 
transfer.

� A high signal on this pin is a 
request to microprocessor to 
relinquish the hold on buses.
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relinquish the hold on buses.

� This request is sent by DMA 
controller.

� Intel 8257 and Intel 8237 are two 
DMA controllers.
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HLDAHLDA
Pin 39 (Output)Pin 39 (Output)

� HLDA stands for Hold 
Acknowledge.

� The microprocessor uses this pin 
to acknowledge the receipt of 
HOLD signal.

When HLDA signal goes high, 
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� When HLDA signal goes high, 
address bus, data bus, RD, WR, 
IO/M pins are tri-stated.

� This means they are cut-off from 
external environment.
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HLDAHLDA
Pin 39 (Output)Pin 39 (Output)

� The control of these 
buses goes to DMA 
Controller.

� Control remains at 
DMA Controller until 
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DMA Controller until 
HOLD is held high.

� When HOLD goes low, 
HLDA also goes low 
and the microprocessor 
takes control of the 
buses.
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VVSSSS and Vand VCCCC
Pin 20 (Input) and Pin 40 (Input)Pin 20 (Input) and Pin 40 (Input)

� +5V power supply is 
connected to VCC.

� Ground signal is 
connected to V .
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connected to VSS.
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